
Jonathan:

Introduction, brief history of rig issues.
Set stage for joint presentation. We have a strong collaboration going. This is a great 
opportunity for ASTA to do good work on behalf of the membership.
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Marc:

The short story is that I have been in the marine safety program and specifically marine 
inspection for over 30 years and a Traveling Inspector on the national level for half that time. 

I’m not sure that makes me an expert at anything in particular, but it has required me to respond 
to unique situations, usually as a result of casualties that don’t fit neatly into the regulations. 

Sail Vessels is one of those things.  Beyond that, I sail myself and that perhaps  has always made 
me “rigging aware” as a marine inspector.

That experience is probably the most relevant in the context of this discussion.

The Traveling Inspection Staff was originally created in 1914 under the Steamboat Inspection 
Service with a primary purpose of ensuring uniform  administration of the MI program.  As you 
know, MI was taken over and maintained by the CG after a 1946 government reorganization.  

Here is the current mission and focus in the context of CG Modernization. As you can see, it is still 
focused to Marine Inspection.

So, considering the mission statement, my work is to engage the sail vessel industry, while 
providing oversight and technical assistance to the local CG offices with respect to how we deal 
with sail vessels and specifically rigging.  

Let me introduce the issue, how we got here, where we are now and where we’re going….
NEXT SLIDE



Marc:

Here’s the national picture, which I continue to update…..READ SLIDE

At a glance, the casualty data shows catamarans to have a disproportionate number of 
incidents compared to monohulls…..but as we’ll see, traditional vessels have figured into 
the picture both before and after the catamaran incidents.
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Fatalities of course make the big news……This is

Na Hoku II Dismasted December 2006 in Mamala Bay, HI - 1 fatality
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Marc
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This is: 

Kiele V – dismasted March 2007 – 1 fatality
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….a mast step with the male casting sheared away……..

-If you could look at this closely you would see different colors  in the break around the 
circumference of this base….already cracked

This component, which is common to sailing catamarans is problematic of course 
because it’s condition cannot be inspected unless the mast in unstepped……. 
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These are significant because the wire actually broke…..
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Marc:

Of course, before the rash of catamarans, there was this event …..

As a prior Chief of Inspection for the CG in Baltimore, I known Capt Miles and tracked 
this out of personal interest at the time.
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The is outer bobstay cranse iron

Again and similar to the catamaran mast step……Note the different colors in the break 
shown in this picture – previously cracked
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Note that this requirement for minimum content remains regardless of who is 
conducting that survey, be it a professional surveyor, rigger, or master.
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Marc:

-While there is no movement to develop a national standard for masts and rigging….

- Discussion on unstepping the rig is active, starting with catmarans unstepping at 6 year 
intervals per Honolulu Inspection Note 13 and somewhat in line with published 
information in Navtech Rigging Guidelines.

- The discussion on monohull sail vessels has varied, although some intervals are out 
there locally (10 yrs – Portland, ME – Wood masts)
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Marc: 

- USCG field offices encouraged to invoke 46 CFR 177.330 (submission to the USCG 
Marine Safety Center) any time they are concerned about the suitability of the rig design 
for the vessel’s intended service, including modifications.
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Marc:

- The concepts in Honolulu Inspection Note 13 are continuing to be successfully applied 
nationally to all vessel types as scheduled inspections come up or as requested by 
owners. Mostly because it is a format that can be followed to document what most well 
maintained vessels are already doing for rig maintenance. 

- Minimum Rig Survey Content in Enclosure 2 to Honolulu Inspection Note 13 is being 
applied to filter out generic surveyors from rigging surveyors.

- Considering both marine survey and riggers are unregulated, the standard of care is the 
scope of the survey which as written is consistent with the product/service available 
from most rigging lofts.  (an aloft inspection)
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Marc:

FIRST :

-We reworked sail vessel specific information from a Plan Review Course not currently being 
taught; 

- Reviewed and revised that material into an “Introduction to Sail Vessels” syllabus that is taught 
at our Training Center in Yorktown, VA ….so sail vessels are now in the curriculum at the start of 
the MI training experience.

- We also contract (when available) an ASTA member’s gaff schooner to take the class out on 
and conduct emergency drills and sail vessel ops familiarity….

-Greg Lohse’s ALLIANCE…..3 masted Tom Colvin design in steel with aluminum masts/spars

SECOND:

-I expect we will eventually put a broader working group together and create a Navigation and 
Inspection Circular (NVIC) for national policy guidance….we’re not there yet…but it is on the “to-
do list”

THIRD:

When we establish the guidance document, the plan is to contract a third party trainer

- in the interim, local USCG units encouraged to find and use commercial training resources;  
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Here are the primary S/V reg cites in Subchapter T  ....READ SLIDE…

Note: the last cite only in place since the revision to Subchapter T in 1997.

What you should take away from this is that USCG clearly has the authority to inspect 
rigging, from new construction, including detailed calcs during plan review, to assessing 
condition at every scheduled inspection….

….but you will notice at the same time, these regulations are not prescriptive and there 
are NO design standards. 

….NEXT SLIDE
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Purposes of the protocol:
1. To provide tools to allow all ASTA member vessels to improve rig maintenance and 

safety
2. To comply with USCG requirements in the most efficient, least onerous way possible.
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As you see from survey results, many ASTA vessels already perform these inspections. 
Very few actually log them in detail and almost none perform the survey using a 
checklist. So this is largely an issue of procedure and documentation. 

Use the checklist, log the inspections, keep a log of rig maintenance and other activity. 
Present these to the USCG when they attend an inspection and you’ll likely avoid a 
requirement for a third-party survey

Note that this is an opt-in system. Simply being an ASTA member doesn’t get you out of 
third-party survey requirements. Being an ASTA member gives you access to this 
protocol and the careful employment of it gives you a solid basis for showing the CG that 
you are taking careful care of your rig.
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Jonathan: Note here that ASTA Master as arbitrator has precedence and predates these 
casualties.

Specifically – Schooner Pioneer @ South Street Seaport.

Marc: I support the idea of ASTA in-house resource being leveraged as part of the third 
party process; but I also see a role for “trusted riggers”…..something that is not fully 
developed yet in the context of the current ASTA proposal.  

We are currently working together to assemble  suitable resources within the traditional 
vessel community to give the ASTA protocol  a “rigger’s eye” peer review …..recognizing 
that as vessels get larger, more complex or incorporate increasingly dated (historic) 
technology, those rigger resources become scarce quickly.
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Jonathan:

Great opportunity we have with the USCG. 

We can be their resource. Their teachers in rig inspection and maintenance. The folks I 
have been dealing with seem receptive to this.

Marc: On this topic –

-Expect to be asked the question…..If no record or equivalency offered, CG will likely 
make it a requirement

MESSAGE = Take charge and be able to articulate you know the condition of the rig and 
particularly the masts

-If there’s a reason not to unstep or an alternative – propose it and say why

- If it’s time….JUST DO IT.    NEXT SLIDE…
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Marc: 

So, speaking of wood….this is a very unfortunate incident that fortunately was a NEAR 
MISS….
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Marc: 

I say fortunate, because the passengers were school children……

If the rig had caused fatalities, you can be sure NTSB would have been involved and the 
face of the waterfront would have changed overnight….

That’s why this collaboration and discussion is so important…..next slide
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Marc:

Because this is a a different problem, but obviously related……the condition of the wood.
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The most recent reported casualty to a passenger was the result of a topping lift 
failure on the JOLLY II ROVER (an ASTA member in Florida)

Let’s understand what we are looking at here

- Jib or Staysail Boom

- Topping Lift and jib outhaul attached to the same fitting

- Discuss existing fittings (open boom end/forged eye nut/fairlead u-bolt)…..with 
no separate belay for topping lift and jib outhaul/downhaul

Turns out this is a class of traditional vessels called “Rover Schooners” from a 
single designer. You can find them at www.roverschooners.com. 

They are steel hull designs using off the shelf rigging components NOT SPECIFIED 
by the designer’s drawings.

There are 17 inspected versions around the country whose rigs are characterized 
by multiple foresails and booms that may be located in close proximity passenger 
seating, making them “topping lift dependent.”

NEXT SLIDE

http://www.roverschooners.com/
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This information was compiled into an internal Coast Guard Marine Inspection 
Alert and posted on-line. 

The MI ALERT was only out for a day, when a marine inspector from MSD Nags 
Head, NC sent me this picture…..

What’s wrong with this picture?

-Lead to Load

- Hardware Store fittings (open eye bolts vs forged shouldered eye bolts) 

Note: As an example, I went in a hardware store and bought two 3/8 inch 
eyebolts. The forged shouldered eyebolt cost about 3 times more than the 
open steel eyebolt with a working load of about 10 times more.

So one is for clotheslines and one is suitable for rigging.

NEXT SLIDE



READ SLIDE….

First Bullet……due to higher rig loading by design and more severe operating conditions

Second Bullet…..due to existing regulatory authority and evidence of continued incidents 

READ Third Bullet…..to that end….NEXT SLIDE
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Marc: 

Read First Bullet…..quite frankly the first draft was given to me almost a year ago and 
two things happened…

1. It was a preliminary draft. Capt Boulware and I were continuing the dialog, but we 
both agreed it was incomplete; meanwhile…

2. Dismastings continued to occur in late 2009 into 2010 to the catamaran population, 
but this time in Florida and the Caribbean (3 in 9 months….but no injuries/fatalities)

So until the most recent incidents with the Rover Schooners and then ZODIAC, I was 
beginning to put traditional rigs aside and think perhaps this was really just the 
higher risk catamaran population….however…..

Read Second Bullet…..because we are finding that even with the best of proactive 
intention, all rigging failures cannot be prevented. That means….

Read Third Bullet. 
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Jonathan Read First Bullet……while we continue to work through the process to refine 
something ASTA specific….

Marc Read Second Bullet…….some examples include……NEXT SLIDE 
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Marc:

Formats and Templates vary, but the commonality is THOROUGH vs. CASUAL inspection 
and documentation of rig maintenance.

The HONOLULU INSPECTION NOTE is also being used here in the LA/LONG BEACH 
zone……so we may be a crossroads here…..on form and function, but 

I would still like to consider an ASTA created solution for your membership…..just know 
that as we educate, vessels will continue to get closer scrutiny.

Jonathan: I’d like to take the opportunity to thank Mr. Cruder not only for taking his time 
to attend our entire conference, but for his excellent work on this project and for being a 
calm thinker in CG inspections. This collaboration has obvious positive outcomes with 
regard to this rig inspection protocol. We’re also looking forward to continuing this 
relationship as we work together as partners in safety. Thank you, Marc.
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